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Abstract

We have investigated the potential for intense particle beam surface modification to
improve the mechanical properties of materials commonly used in the human body for contact
surfaces in, for example, hip and knee implants. The materials studied include Ultra-High
Molecular Weight Polyethylene (UHMWPE), Ti-6Al-4Al (titanium alloy), and Co-Cr-Mo alloy.
Samples in flat form were exposed to both ion and electron beams (UHMWPE), and to ion
beam treatment (metals). Post-analysis indicated a degradation in bulk properties of the
UHMWPE, except in the case of the lightest ion fluence tested. A surface-alloyed Hf/Ti layer on
the Ti-6Al-4V is found to improve surface wear durability, and have favorable biocompatibility.
A promising nanolaminate ceramic coating is applied to the Co-Cr-Mo to improve surface hard-
ness.
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Investigation of the Effects of Intense Pulsed Particle Beams on
the Durability of Metal-to-Plastic Interfaces

I. INTRODUCTION

There are a number of mechanical applica-
tions where materials are used in sliding or other
kinds of mechanical contact.  For example, cobalt-
chromium-molybdenum (Co-Cr-Mo) alloy and
Ultra-High Molecular Weight Polyethylene
(UHMWPE) form a flat sliding joint in artificial
knee implants. In such cases, it is desirable to limit
the wear generated by the action of the sliding
motion, and mechanical contact motion in general.
Other issues like debris particle (size, shape and
morphology) interactions with the body, friction,
etc., play a more important role in biocompatibili-
ty.  In other words, sliding interactions result in
debris generation—and the interaction of wear
debris with the human body is a crucial factor in
determining the biocompatibility of the material
system. While the materials addressed in this
report are specifically for in-body applications, the
lessons learned here have potential applicability to
a larger body of materials of interest to the DOE
complex.

We focus here on three materials that are used
in replacement hip and knee hardware implanted
in the human body: the UHMWPE mentioned
above, titanium alloy (Ti-6Al-4V), and Co-Cr-Mo
alloy. Ti-6Al-4V is a common Ti alloy, used in
many applications, whose bulk and surface
mechanical properties have been extensively stud-
ied and are well known. It is used in the body even
though the alloying elements, aluminum and vana-
dium, are toxic to the body. This is due to its
extensive database of known properties. The pre-
dominant in-body use of Ti-6Al-4V is for interfac-
ing with bone, and thus bone on-growth is encour-
aged, as opposed to mechanical motion. It is well
suited for this, evidently because its high elastic
modulus encourages the formation of bone and
bone on-growth. The same elastic properties in the
bulk, however, lead to poor surface mechanical

properties, i.e. the Ti surface is relatively soft, and
wears readily in contact with other materials. 

Co-Cr-Mo, in contrast, is a significantly hard-
er metal alloy, and has become the favored metal
to use in the body for mechanical sliding contacts.
For instance, the ball in a hip implant is typically
made of Co-Cr-Mo. The ball (leg side) contacts
and is surrounded by a cup made of UHMWPE,
which is locked into a spherical shell made of Ti-
6Al-4V. The shell is then in turn press-fit into the
hip socket (acetabulum). The contact surface is
then between the Co-Cr-Mo and the UHMWPE.  

At present, typical lifetimes of these materials
in the body are 10 - 20 years. While well-designed
implants in older patients often have 95% success
rates at 10-year follow-up, the survivorship after
10 years typically deteriorates.1,2 Younger patients
who require joint replacement typically have
much higher failure rates.3-5 The primary reason
for this is excessive wear on contact surfaces, in
particular the Co-Cr-Mo and UHMWPE sur-
faces.6,7 The UHMWPE wears and sheds a consid-
erable amount of fine particles, either caused by
the direct contact, or because of third-body parti-
cles that get trapped between the two primary sur-
faces. The wear particles migrate away from the
interface point, and give rise to inflammatory
responses from the body. The particles also cause
bone remission between the Ti alloy and the bone
which has grown into it, leading to loosening of
the press-fit leg shaft (femur), as well as possibly
wear-through of the UHMWPE cup. It is often the
case that the original 6 mm PE cup thickness is
worn completely through.

It might be expected that replacing the PE
with Co-Cr-Mo would lead to a lessened wear and
debris particle generation rate. This resulting
metal-to-metal contact would indeed lead to a
smaller wear debris volume. But the wear part-        
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cles themselves would be finer, and they would of
course be metal instead of plastic. The body reacts
more adversely to finer wear particles, and there
are long-term health and toxicity issues connected
with circulating metal particles in the body. 

Another possible materials choice for such a
wear surface is ceramic. Such ceramic balls and
cups are widely used in Europe, which has result-
ed in significantly lower wear rates. But bulk
ceramic is of course brittle, and fractures caused
by, for example, sudden stresses such as a fall are
potentially catastrophic. In addition to the trauma
of the fracture itself, unless all of the ceramic par-
ticles are removed from such a fracture, the resid-
ual particles, which can be expected to be quite
fine, can wreak havoc on plastic or metal replace-
ment hardware.

The general goal of this investigation is then
to improve the wear durability of the materials
discussed above. The measure of this improve-
ment is post-modification performance gain as
indicated by wear testing of flat samples, not in-
body trials of actual modified replacement parts.
Successful incorporation of modified materials
into real-world hardware is the subject of future
work.

To summarize the discussion above, the mate-
rials to be investigated for this report are listed
here, with the main modification issues for each:

1) UHMWPE: Surface hardening to improve wear
durability. The goal is to use ion and electron
beam treatment to produce cross-linking of the
plastic, leading to a tougher and more wear-
resistant surface.

2) Ti-6Al-4V: Surface alloying to reduce wear.
Results of such wear improvement have been
previously reported.8 Here, we will investigate
the modification of the near-surface region to
a) add a biocompatible material, and b) to pas-
sivate the toxic Al and V alloying elements. 

3) Co-Cr-Mo: Coating of the surface with a modi-
fied ceramic, to reduce surface wear. 

The substrate materials have been supplied as
follows: UHMWPE from DePuy Orthopedics,
consisting of MarathonTM Co-60 radiation-
crosslinked and annealed PE; and Ti-6Al-4V and
Co-Cr-Mo from Alvarado Orthopedic. Application
of the coating and coating treatment were under-
taken at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) in
Albuquerque. Some of the PE was treated with
electron beams at Efremov Institute in St.
Petersburg, Russia, with funds supplied by this
LDRD project. Post-analyses of both ion- and
electron beam-treated materials were done either
at SNL, or at DePuy and/or Alvarado Orthopedic.
In the latter case, analysis costs were borne by the
respective facilities.   

The ion and electron beam treatment facilities
and setup are discussed in Section II. Details of
the treatment and effects of the three materials are
given in Sections IIIa-c.
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Figure I. Photograph of RHEPP-1 treatment vac-
uum tank. For thin-film deposition, the table
shown is removed and ablation target substituted
in its place.



II. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES AND
TREATMENT SETUP

a. Ion beam treatment – RHEPP-1 (SNL)

The RHEPP-1 facility has been described
elsewhere.8-10 A photograph of the RHEPP-1
treatment tank is shown in Fig. 1. The annular ion
beam exits the cathode slot, shown at top, and
propagates downward towards the circular trays
on which samples for treatment are normally
located. The treatment geometry for surface modi-
fication experiments is schematically depicted in
Fig. 2. The ion beam achieves a weak focus at
about 40 cm from the ion diode. Treatment flu-
ence can be adjusted by varying the sample dis-
tance from the beam centerline. An array of
Faraday cups measures the beam fluence in the
vicinity of treated samples. In the case of the
UHMWPE treatment (Section IIIa below), the
beam was partially blocked just beyond the gener-
ation point by installing sheet metal wedges peri-
odically spaced in azimuth. This allows for beam
attenuation while still preserving reasonable
azimuthal symmetry at the sample location. 

Beam voltage varied between 500 and 850
kV, but was typically in the 750-800 kV range for
the treatment detailed below. From TRIM11 calcu-
lations, the penetration range for ions of this volt-
age is approximately 1 µm. Current densities on
target ranged from 5-10 A/cm2 in the case of the
attenuated beam, to over 200 A/cm2 for ablating
the ceramic targets (Section IIIc). Ion species will
be discussed in the Sections below. 

b. Electron beam treatment – GESA I
and II, Efremov Scientific Research
Institute of Electrophysical
Apparatus, St. Petersburg, Russia.

Electron beams can also be used for surface
modification, but since the penetration of elec-
trons is much deeper than for ions, either the gen-
eration voltage must be reduced (by the square
root of the mass ratio), or the pulse duration must
be increased in proportion to achieve a specific
energy deposition (J/g) similar to ions. At
Efremov Institute, the capability of generating
electron beams in the 100 – 400 keV range, with
long pulse durations (up to 500 µsec) has been
developed.12,13 This has been done through careful
cathode source design, including multi-point emit-
ters of carbon fiber bundles with series resistors to
limit the cathode plasma velocity and hence gap
closure speed. Emission from secondary surfaces
is controlled, and the diode voltage held relatively
constant throughout the power pulse. The elec-
trons are directed to the treatment area by
solenoidal guide fields. 

The effect of electron treatment on the target
material must be carefully modeled. This is
because the electron beam is partially reflected
from the material surface, and the reflected flux
returns to the diode region. This interaction leads
to a modification of the remaining portion of the
power pulse. The level of reflected power depends
upon the target material. While treatment of vari-
ous materials has been undertaken, predominantly
metals, for this Report electrons are used to
expose the UHMWPE only. This is detailed in
Section IIIa.
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III. Modification Experiments

IIIa. Ultra-High-Molecular Weight 
Polyethylene (UHMWPE) 

This as-provided form of PE investigated here
is a product of DePuy Orthopaedic (Warsaw, IN).
This form of PE is treated with gamma radiation
prior to insertion in the body, which has proved to
be a factor in its wear durability.14 The bulk mate-
rial is treated with whole-body Co-60 radiation to
a dose of 5 MRads, and then re-melted at ~ 150°C
(melting point about 135°C). The Co-60 radiation
induces cross-linking, and the re-melting acts to
remove the free radicals which are produced by
the x-ray irradiation. If the free radicals are not
removed, the PE is observed to suffer mechanical
deterioration and subsequent excessive wear if
used in in-body implants.15-17 The resulting prod-
uct is named MarathonTM. 

The level of Co-60 irradiation has been stud-
ied by various researchers, and levels as high as
100 MRads have been used. However, such high
doses have lead to a decrease in mechanical per-
formance, as the bulk material becomes brittle. We
investigate here the possibility that additional
cross-linking may be produced in the near-surface
region of the UHMWPE, without affecting the
bulk properties, by pulsed intense surface heating,
either by electron or ion beams. The fluence level
must be carefully chosen, however, since the melt-
ing point of UHMWPE ( ~ 135°C) is far lower
than the metals or ceramics that are typically sub-
jected to such thermal processing. 

In the case of the electron beam treatment at
Efremov, simulations were performed of the PE
response to electron exposure, as a function of
electron energy, current density, and pulse width.
Examples of two such simulations are shown in
Fig. 3a and 3b. The voltage in these cases is a con-
stant over the pulse duration. Note that the second
electron pulse produces a deeper heating profile,
while the surface temperature excursion is still
limited to 130°C maximum.  This is due to the
greater penetrating power of the 400 keV electrons
in the second case. Simulated responses for other
voltage shapes, such as triangular, were also done,

and they predict a more peaked temperature pro-
file, but still limited to a similar surface maximum
temperature as described above. 

Samples of bulk Marathon UHMWPE were
machined into ASTM ‘dogbones’. i.e. tensile bars
-rectangular flats with a narrowed-segment in the
middle. Sets of 4 samples each were subjected to
two treatment protocols at Efremov, on the GESA-
1 and GESA-2 electron beam facilities. The sam-
ples were exposed on a) one side only, and b) both
sides. 
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Figure 3b. Simulation, response of UHMWPE to
400 kV electron beam from GESA-11. Y-axis is in
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For GESA-I treatment, initial test condi-
tions investigated were: pulse durations of 20
µsec at 120 kV, current density 1 – 7 A/cm2, and
pulse number of 1, 10, 25, and 50. In all cases, a
color change was observed, from translucent
white to a yellowish tone. This implies a consid-
erable amount of cross-linking and free radical
formation. The 50 pulse treatment lead to sur-
face exfoliation, and measurements indicated
that the microhardness of the samples decreased
for the 25 and 50-pulse samples. The final treat-
ment protocol was selected to be 10 pulses. 

For GESA-II treatment, an initial treatment
level of : current density 2 A/cm2, voltage of
300 kV, and pulsewidth 37 µsec – was chosen,
consistent with modeling predictions. This pro-
duced a surface disruption in the PE, so a
reduced pulsewidth of 20 µsec was chosen.
Even at this reduced fluence, surface disruption
occurred with 10 treatment pulses, so a treat-
ment level of 2 pulses was used for the test sam-
ples. The yellowish tone again appeared in the
treated surfaces, with also the appearance of
point defects inside the treated layer. 

In the case of ion exposure on RHEPP-1, it
was not clear what the appropriate level of treat-
ment should be, since the surface temperature

excursion was expected to exceed 140° C in all
cases, due to the short ion range (about 3 µm at
most). For the first treatment attempt, the treat-
ment gas injected into MAP was chosen to be
Ar, which yields a mixed carbon-argon beam. In
the past, this type of beam has produced less
surface roughening than surfaces exposed to
either hydrogen or nitrogen. Mechanical beam
blocks were inserted into the diode region just
downstream of the A-K gap, blocking out an
estimated 70% of the normal ion beam. An ini-
tial test exposure was conducted of three dog-
bones at three different fluences, the highest at
over 1 J/cm2. The two lower fluences were cho-
sen for the full set treatment protocols. In both
cases, the center of the kneckdown was subject-
ed to 25 ion pulses. The lower fluence was
about 0.3 – 0.4 J/cm2, with the higher level at
0.65 J/cm2, and with an estimated ± 40% scatter
in the fluence magnitude over the 25 pulses.
This is well below the typical fluence levels
used in metals treatment. 

Surface profilometry measurements of sur-
face were made after RHEPP treatment with a 1-
D Dektak. Scans were made of the untreated
area, and extending across the treatment inter-
face. The lower level of treatment produced a
slight increase in surface roughness (Ra in-
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Figure 4a. Elongation to failure data, for control, ion beam treated (Ne beam, low fluence, 10 pulses)
- next 2,  and electron beam treated (last 4 bars).



creased from 2.1 µm to 2.4 µm), but the higher
treatment level removed 25 µm of material from
the dogbone area. This is clearly an overtreatment
of the PE.

The PE treated by electron beams, and this
first round of ion-treated PE, was then delivered to
DePuy and analyzed for changes in bulk proper-
ties. The result was rather surprising. All samples
suffered declines in % elongation to failure, the
ion-treated samples by about 15%, the electron-
treated samples by as much as 60%. All samples
showed about a 50% decline in ultimate strength.
Yield strength and Young’s modulus appeared
roughly unaffected. This serious decline in bulk
mechanical performance was totally unexpected,
since both electron and ion beam treatment have
been assumed to be surface treatments, without
the ability to produce changes in bulk properties.
These test results prove otherwise. 

We elected to try a second round of ion treat-
ment, at both a lower fluence, and reduced number
of pulses, since the Russian work had shown that a
pulse number of 2 to 10 produced better hardness
results for electron treatment. The gas injection
was switched from Ar to Ne, which gives a beam

of less carbon amount, and again operated with
mechanical beam blocks. Two sample sets were
treated, at an estimated fluence of 0.1 and 0.2
J/cm2 (‘low’ and ‘high’), respectively, with again
about a 40-50% scatter in this number, with ten
pulses in each case, and single-sided only. Note
that both the fluences and pulse numbers are lower
than for the first round.

This time, the bulk testing by DePuy pro-
duced more favorable results. Data are shown in
Figs 4a and 4b for both %elongation to failure,
and for ultimate strength.  In both Figures, the left-
most bar is the control (untreated Marathon), the
next two bars are for ‘low’ and ‘high’ fluence ion
Ne ion exposures, and the next four bars are for
the two electron beam exposure protocols, single
and double-sided. Note that the data for the
Russian e-beam exposures are very similar, and
show a significant decline in the two bulk proper-
ties, as stated above. Both Ne beam exposure sets
show values very close to the control values,
although the ultimate strength has apparently
decreased by 10-15%. 

Based upon these results, it was decided to
prepare and expose a set of samples for Pin-on-
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Figure 4b. Ultimate strength data, for control, ion beam treated (Ne beam, low fluence, 10 pulses) - next
2,  and electron beam treated (last 4 bars).



Disk wear testing. Sets of disks were exposed to
‘low’ and ‘high’ Ne fluence, and now await wear
testing, the result of which will be included in a
future publication. 

IIIb. Surface alloying of Ti-6Al-4V

We have previously reported8,18 on the addi-
tion of a Hf-rich surface layer to the near-surface
region of Ti-6Al-4V alloy by ion beam surface
alloying. A 1 micron-thick layer of 50at% Hf
–50at% Ti was deposited on the alloy surface by
dual magnetron sputtering. [This was previously
reported, incorrectly, as a 20at% Hf – 80at% Ti
layer.] This surface was then exposed to 35 pulses
of the MAP nitrogen beam, in a range of fluences,
from less than 1 J/cm2 to 3 J/cm2. Portions of the
treated surface were then subjected to a linear
wear cycle of a reciprocating tribometer over 1000
cycles. The counterface was a Si3N4 ball with 10
gms applied force, operating in a dry nitrogen
atmosphere.

Figs. 5a-c show the measured friction coeffi-
cients for the following three cases: a) Hf-rich
coating treated at < 1 J/cm2 fluence, b) coating
treated at 3 J/cm2 fluence (maximum), and c) for
comparison, a Ti-6Al-4V surface wthout the Hf-
rich coating that has been ion beam-treated with a
fluence of 1 – 1.5 J/cm2. In all case, the vertical
axis indicates the friction coefficient, and the hori-
zontal axis the number of cycles. A friction coeffi-
cient of 0.6 or above generally indicates a surface
worn by the counterface, with attendant wear
debris and prominent wear track. Note that cases
a) and c) show such a relatively high friction coef-
ficient, but the behavior is much different in case
b).  In the latter case, the friction coefficient
remains very low, never rising about 0.25, for the
entire 1000 cycles. As the comparison between a)
and c) shows, beam treatment of the uncoated Ti-
6Al-4V does not lead to the improvement seen in
case b). Thus the improvement in friction coeffi-
cient is clearly due to the addition of the Hf-rich
coating, and to the beam treatment of this coating
to the level of 3 J/cm2. 

After the tribological testing, SEM images
were taken of the wear tracks associated with the
various locations. Examples of two of the tracks
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Ti-6-4 treated with 1 - 1.5 J/cm2.



are shown in Figs. 6a (1 J/cm2) and 6b (3 J/cm2).
The friction coefficient in the 1 J/cm2 case showed
similar behavior to the 3 J/cm2, case, except that
there were a few cycles of high coefficient in the
very beginning of the test cycle. The wear scar in
Fig 6a, while significantly less prominent than the
coated but untreated case (not shown), is much
worse than for Fig 6b (3 J/cm2). In the latter, the
wear scar has virtually disappeared, and in fact the
dark material shown in the (false-color) image is
probably from the Si3N4 counterface. Given that
Si3N4 is three times harder than as-manufactured
Ti-6Al-4V, this is evidence of a very significant
reduction in wear of the surface alloyed Hf-Ti. 

In addition to the SEM imaging, sections of
near-surface material were removed from the
treated Hf-Ti surface by Focused Ion Beam (FIB)
milling, then examined by cross-sectional trans-
mission electron microscopy (XTEM). FIB cuts
were studied from the treated areas at 1, 2.25, and
3 J/cm2, and shown in Figs 7a-c, respectively.
(Note the direction of the sample surface in each
image). 

In all three Figures, the coating microstruc-
ture is evident, i.e. a columnar structure typical of
films deposited by unbalanced magnetron sputter-
ing. In Fig 7a, the layer shows the least modifica-
tion. [Surface is at lower left.] There is a zone
behind the original 1 µm coating thickness, total-
ing 0.1µm, in which Hf has diffused during the
melt phase. This is consistent with the modeling
prediction for this treatment fluence, which is for a
melt depth of 1.1 µm total.  The friction coeffi-
cient behavior already shows a significant change
from the coated but untreated layer at this fluence,
even for this case of only slight evident change in
the coated layer. 

For the 2.25 J/cm2 fluence case (Fig7b), there
is more layer modification evident. [Surface is at
lower left.] The original thickness has been
reduced by about 0.2 µm by surface ablation due
to the ion beam. But a zone of modified structure
appears behind the coating, through which sub-
stantial Hf has diffused during the melt phase. The
diffusion zone appears as a chaotic-looking region
behind the original coating, with a width of about 
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Figure 6a. Wear track, coated Hf/Ti treated
with 1 J/cm2.

Figure 6b. Wear track, coated Hf/Ti treated
with 3 J/cm2.
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0.6 µm. In addition, the surface has been rough-
ened, from Ra = 28 nm to 74 nm after beam treat-
ment. Model predictions for this fluence are: melt
thickness of 1.75 µm, and melt duration of about 1
µsec. The ablated zone varies along the surface,
but an average of 0.2 µm is removed. This is an
average of 6 nm removed per ion pulse. However,
we can roughly estimate the diffusion length per
pulse by considering RT (4Dt) scaling, where D is
a typical diffusion coefficient. Setting t ~ 1µsec
and D ~ 5e-4 cm2/sec, which is a reasonable esti-
mate for the diffusion for Hf in Ti, we obtain ~ 0.5
µm for the diffusion length per pulse. Thus liquid-
phase diffusion of Hf into the Ti substrate can eas-
ily exceed the removal rate of the Hf from the sur-
face by the action of the ion beam.

At 3 J/cm2 (Fig. 7c), up to 0.4 µm of the orig-
inal coating has been removed by ablation (11 nm
per pulse), and the diffusion layer behind the coat-
ing now extends to a thickness that is equal to or
greater than the amount of the remaining original
coating thickness. [Surface is at lower right.] The
remnant of the original coating and the diffusion
layer together appear as a dark zone in the lower
right part of the image. Behind this zone, there is
another 1.5 µm distance in which substantial
microstructure change has taken place. Hf has also

diffused into this zone, but at a lower concentra-
tion. Model predictions for this fluence are : melt
depth 2.45 µm, and melt duration 1.9 µsec.
Surface roughness has increased to Ra ~ 150 nm. 

Figure 7b. XTEM cross-sectional view of Hf/Ti
layer, 35 pulses at 2.25 J/cm2. Surface is at lower
left.

Figure 7c. XTEM cross-sectional view of Hf/Ti
layer, 35 pulses at 3 J/cm2. Surface is at lower
right.

Figure 7a. XTEM cross-sectional view of Hf/Ti
layer, 35 pulses at 1 J/cm2. Surface is at lower
left.
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The depth of the microstructure change seen
in Fig. 7c is not constant, but varies across the
treated zone for the 3 J/cm2 sample. Lower magni-
fication images of the two higher-fluence treat-
ments can be seen in Figs. 8a (2.25 J/cm2) and 8b
(3 J/cm2). There is some change in the underlying
substrate below the coating and diffusion zone in
Fig. 8a. But the change is much more substantial
in Fig. 8b.  A significant conversion to martensitic
structure has taken place. This is visible as a net-
work of diagonal ‘needle’ features. Traces of this
conversion appear as far as 6 µm below the sur-
face. This ‘deep-lying’ zone is well below the
heat-affected near-surface region.

Selective Area Diffraction (SAD) was also
employed to study grain refinement in the treated
samples. The result is shown in Figs. 9a-c (right).
Both Figs. 9a and 9b show a polycrystalline grain
structure. But the microstructure has clearly
changed in Fig. 9c (3 J/cm2). The grain structure
now appears nanocrystalline. This may be con-
tributing to the improved wear properties at this
fluence. 

In all three sets of images, the original coating
looks roughly the same, with only the thickness of
the modified zone different in appearance. And yet
the behavior of the friction coefficient and wear

tracks associated with three different fluences is
substantially different. At this point, we cannot
identify the exact mechanism for the improvement
in mechanical wear properties. The grain-refined
microstructure may be a factor, although the fric-
tion coefficient and wear track data show
improvements even when the microstructure is
indicated to be polycrystalline. It could be that the
deep-lying zone contributes to the improvement,
or possibly the way the coating adheres to the
interface has been changed.  

BBiiooccoommppaattiibbiilliittyy  tteessttiinngg..

The Hf as a coating component was originally
introduced to improve mechanical performance,
and was not intended to address biocompatibility
gain. A literature search found only one reference
for Hf in regards to biocompatibility. In the study
by Matsuno H. et. Al,19 wires composed of Hf as
well as Ti, Nb, Ta and Re were inserted into the
soft (subcutaneous abdominal region) and hard
(femoral bone marrow) tissue of rats, for time
periods of 2 and 4 weeks. After this time,
Histology (2 and 4 weeks) and elemental map (4
week) tests were done. The conclusion was that all
the metals tested, including Hf, have good bio-
compatibility and osteoconductivity.

Figure 8a. Low-magnification XTEM cross-sec-
tional view of Hf/Ti layer,  2.25 J/cm2. Surface is
at lower left.

Figure 8b. Low-magnification XTEM cross-sec-
tional view of Hf/Ti layer, 3 J/cm2. Surface is at
bottom.



The best mechanical performance was
obtained in this work, as described above, by
exposing the Hf-rich coating to 35 ion pulses at 3
J/cm2. This treatment level was then chosen as the
baseline for the bicompatibility and corrosion test-
ing to be described below. The purpose of the cor-
rosion testing was to see if the Hf-modification
had any deleterious effects on the corrosion prop-
erties of untreated Ti-6Al-4V, which are generally
considered to be good.

CCeellll--ccuullttuurree  tteessttss.. A set of treated samples
was subjected to a procedure known as
Hexosaminidase Assay.20 This is a measure of the
propensity of live introduced cells to multiply in
the vicinity of a given surface. These cells release
the enzyme N-acetyl-B-D-hexosaminidase in pro-
portion to their numbers. It is this enzyme that is
measured at the end of a given test period. N-
acetyl-B-D-hexosaminidase (hexosaminidase) is a
ubiquitous lysosomal enzyme that is thought to be
involved in the degradation of glycosylated cellu-
lar constituents. It has been demonstrated in many
tissues and in different phyla. A p-nitrophenol
derivatized substrate can be employed for the
spectrophotometric quantification of the activity
of hexosaminidase. Its widespread occurrence and
its catalytic activity makes hexosaminidase an
ideal indicator for analysis of cell numbers.

The cell type chosen for this assay is known
as Saos-2. These are osteoblast-like osteosarcoma
(cancer) cells, which are harvested for this kind of
diagnostic purpose. Three sets of flat disk samples
were prepared to receive the cells. These were 1)
the Hf-Ti treated disks, 2) as-manufactured Ti-
6Al-4V disks, and 3) plastic flats, designated as
Control surfaces. All samples were sterilized prior
to testing by soaking in 100% reagent alcohol for
1 hour and then rinsed 5x with sterile phosphate
buffer saline (PBS). The Saos-2 cells were grown
to confluence in 75 cm2 flasks, and harvested
using typsin-EDTA. Cell suspension was then pre-
pared yielding 106 cell per ml concentration, and
pipetted into 96 well plates to a density of 2 x 105

cells per well, along with complete cell culture
media (McCoys Media + 10% Fetal Bovine
Serum (FBS)). The well plates contained the 0.242
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Figure 9a. SAD, Hf/Ti layer, 1.5 J/cm2

Figure 9b. SAD, Hf/Ti layer, 2.25 J/cm2

Figure 9c. SAD, Hf/Ti layer, 3 J/cm2



inch diameter flat disks. 

Cell activity was studied at Days 3 and 7. At
Day 3, media from the wells of the plate contain-
ing the samples was aspirated. Wells were rinsed
3x with PBS, and 100 µl of lysate was then placed
in the wells with cells and samples and incubated
at 37°C for 15 minutes. (Lysate is a detergent
which dissolves the cells and thus releases the
enzyme, hexosaminidase, from the cell.) Next, 30
µl of lysate from the wells with the sample and
cells is then placed in empty well two times
(duplicate). Then 30 µl of substrate reagent is
placed in the wells with the lysate and incubated
for 1 hour. This was followed by 100 µl of “stop”
solution that was added to the wells. This reacts
and turns the solution yellow in color. Finally, the
wells are “read” on a spectrophotometer to yield
the optical density measurements that are the
experimental results. 

The results for the metal disk groups can then
be normalized to the Control group (blank or plas-
tic wells). This Assay was repeated at Day 7, the
Day 7 cells being fed at Day 3 and Day 5. The
results for Days 3 and 7 are summarized in the
Tables below, and plotted in Fig. 10. 

The Day 3 Results show that Hf/Ti coated
samples had a slightly better cell response then the

uncoated Ti-6Al-4V samples, but the difference
becomes significant at 7 days. The Hf-Ti layer
showed a 61% gain in cell activity, compared to
the plastic control samples. The as-manufactured
Ti-6Al-4V samples showed a 16% gain over the
control value. The improved hexosaminidase
results for the Hf/Ti coating, especially for Day 7
results, could be due to various factors: 1)
improved cellular response to the addition of Hf to
the surface chemistry. That is, Hf or Hf-Ti com-
pound may have a positive effect on the cells; or
2) there could be a cellular response to different
surface morphology, since the treated and coated
samples have different surface morphology than
uncoated samples. 

Corrosion Tests. Another set of treated Hf/Ti
and as-manufactured Ti-6Al-4V samples were
subjected to two corrosion measurement proce-
dures. These are called Direct Current
Potentiodynamic Polarization Corrosion Testing,
and Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy.
Both corrosion tests were conducted in Hank
Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS) at 37C, pH 7.20-
7.40 which was de-areated using nitrogen gas (one
half hour before starting testing and continuing
through the tests). 
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Cell Culture Results: H exosaminidas e Ass ay
Day 3 Resul ts Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Day 3

Average
% of Control

Control (Blank Well) 1.739
± 0.150

1.739
± 0.150

NA

Uncoated
Ti-6Al-4V

1.938
± 0.084

1.672
± 0.101

1.805
± 0.188

104%

Hf/Ti Coated
Ti -6Al-4V

1.936
± 0.074

1.910
± 0.055

1.923
± 0.018

111%

Day 7 Resul ts Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Day 7
Average

% of Control

Control (Blank Well) 1.457
± 0.440

1.457
± 0.440

NA

Uncoated
Ti-6Al-4V

2.072
± 0.720

1.306
± 0.252

1.689
± 0.542

116%

Hf/Ti Coated
Ti -6Al-4V

2.241
± 0.550

2.455
± 0.489

2.348
± 0.151

161%
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Figure 10. Cell culture performance, 3 and 7 day results.

Figure 11. Corrosion test results.

Corrosion Results
Polarization Curves
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The results can be summarized in Fig. 11 below. The two voltage-current plots show that the Hf/Ti coat-
ed surface exhibits comparable corrosion resistance to the as-manufactured and uncoated Ti-6Al-4V sur-
face. Thus, the coating and beam treatment of the Hf-rich surface layer produced no significant change in
the (very good) corrosion resistance of the standard Ti-6Al-4V surface.
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IIIc. Coating of Co-Cr-Mo substrate with
modified nanolaminate ceramic coat-
ing. Co-Cr-Mo used in the body as a contact sur-
face is subject to wear. The initial rate is about 8
µm per year,21 after which the rate decreases. A
ceramic surface wears at a lower rate, but bulk
ceramic is a brittle material which is subject to
catastrophic failure. The approach we investigate
here is the application of a ceramic coating in thin-
film form, on a Co-Cr-Mo substrate. The proper-
ties of bulk materials can be modified by forming
them into thin films, especially if their grain struc-
ture is nanocrystalline. This is because of the larg-
er influence of grain boundaries, as well as the
large surface-to-volume ratio of thin films. 

A particular form of ceramic thin film is the
nanolaminate structure,22 formed of alternating
layers of two different ceramics. The two ceramics
can be, for example, ZrO2 and Al2O3, which have
been formed by sputtering of alternate ceramic tar-
gets in layers as thin as 3 – 3.5 nm thick. ZrO2 is
known to exist in three crystalline forms – mono-
clinic (low temperature to 1150°C), tetragonal
(1150 – 2370°C), and cubic (above 2370°C). The
addition of Al2O3 can stabilize the higher-tempera-
ture phases at room temperature. In addition, the
existence of thin layers may improve the hardness
(and toughness) of the ceramic, by confining the
propagation of micro-cracks, for instance, across
the boundary between layers. In this previous
work, the deposited film was also subjected to
heat treatment,23 which consisted of 20 thermal
cycles in air from 600° C to 1000 °C in a solar fur-
nace. In the case of the thickest nanolaminate
structure (12 nm ZrO2/14 nm Al2O3), the surface
hardness (measured by nanoindentation) almost
doubled, increasing from 14 to 24 GPa. 

To implement this idea on RHEPP-1, we
switch the experiment configuration to that used
for pulsed film deposition. The geometry is
schematically depicted in Fig. 12. Instead of a
treatment platform containing samples, the ion
beam propagates to an ablation target mounted at a
45-degree angle to the beam, as shown. The target
is located at 45 cm from the beam generation
point, roughly the distance of maximum beam

intensity on axis. In this configuration, the peak
beam fluence on axis varies from about 5 to 8
J/cm2, and the area of the target where the ablation
threshold is exceeded is estimated (visually) at
about 30 cm2, depending upon the target material.
The resulting ablation plume forms and travels
normal to the target surface, and deposits on a sub-
strate located typically 30 cm away from the tar-
get. There is an assembly in place in which several
targets can be placed, and their positioning con-
trolled romotely, so that targets can be alternated
in-situ without breaking the vacuum. The alternat-
ing layers are thus formed by switching back and
forth between the two different ceramic targets. In
place of the thermal cycles mentioned above in the
prior work, a portion of the coating area was sub-
jected to 10 RHEPP-1 ion pulses in the ‘surface
modification’ mode, at fairly low fluence (~ 1.5
J/cm2).

To determine the thickness achievable in the
ceramic layers, the deposition rate was measured
for the following ceramic targets: Al2O3, Y2O3,
and ZrO2. The targets are 3 inch rounds obtained
from CERAC Inc. The targets were exposed in
turn to a series of 25 ion pulses from the MAP
nitrogen beam. In each case, the depositional sub-
strate was partially masked, and the mask
removed after the exposure and the resulting step
height measured with 1-D profilometry  (DekTak).
Using this procedure, the following deposition
rates were measured:

Al2O3: 240 Å per pulse
Y2O3: 100 Å per pulse
ZrO2: 184 Å per pulse

On a per-pulse basis, this is much higher than
the average deposition rate per pulse using the
more familiar Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD)
technique. This is because the typical laser is
focused so as to concentrate the available energy,
and so the equivalent area of ablation may be only
a few mm2, instead of the 30 cm2 noted above for
the pulsed beam technique. 

It is assumed (but not verified) that the ratio
of layer thicknesses in nanolaminates made by
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Figure 12. Schematic view of RHEPP-1 configured for thin-film formation experiments.

the alternating-target deposition technique is then
proportional to the deposition rates indicated
above. Therefore, the layer thicknesses for a
ZrO2-Al2O3 nanolaminate would in the ratio 18
nm/24 nm, and for ZrO2-Y2O3 the ratio would be
18 nm/10 nm. 

The first such nanolaminate coating made
was with ZrO2-Al2O3. Two samples were coated,
one at room temperature (RT), and the other at
600°C. The number of total ion pulses was 184,
and the resulting film was measured to be about 2
µm thick, although the substrate was very rough
and the exact thickness was hard to determine.
The RT film was pale green in appearance, and
the heated sample was dark gray. No evidence of
peeling or other distress was evident in the
deposited coatings. 

The decision was then made to switch to
ZrO2-Y2O3, mainly to avoid the Al component and
its potential toxicity in the body. A series of 325
pulses was taken, with two Co-Cr-Mo depositional
substrates, in which the target was alternated
between ZrO2 and Y2O3 targets after each pulse.
The substrate surface was first polished with 600
grit sandpaper, then cleaned with acetone adminis-
tered with a polishing pad. The substrate tempera-
tures were RT and 200 °C. After the deposition, a
portion of both substrates was subjected to the 10
low-fluence pulses as described above. 

Beam treatment removed almost the entire
deposited coating from the RT substrate. The
treated area of the 200 °C substrate was observed
to change color. Subsequent Dektak measurements
showed that the treated coating remained in place, 
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but was roughened by the beam treatment. That
heating the coating to 200°C during deposition
helps it to remain in place during subsequent treat-
ment is a rather surprising result, given that 200
°C is a modest heating level for the depositional
phase. The before-treatment thickness and surface
roughness (Ra) were 3 µm and 0.1 µm, respective-
ly.  After the 10-pulse treatment, the layer actually
increased a little in measured thickness, and the
roughness increased to 0.3 µm. The color in all
cases was dark gray. 

After coating and beam treatment, three sur-
face areas were chosen for instrumented indenta-
tion testing using a Nanoindenter XP. These were:
untreated Co-Co-Mo (substrate), coated but non-
beam treated nanolaminate (not-treated), and coat-
ed and beam-treated nanolaminate (treated).
Experiments to indentation depths of 250 nm and
1 µm were performed. The data for the 250 nm
depths are discussed below, as the surface
response to the deeper indent was judged to be
influenced by the substrate underneath. The exper-

iments were performed with the continuous stiff-
ness measurement option available on the
Nanoindenter XP, allowing indentation contact
stiffness to measured as a function of depth.
Following typical procedures, the Oliver-Pharr
method was used to convert load, depth and stiff-
ness values to hardness and modulus, the hardness
values are plotted in figure 13.  Ten indentation
experiments were performed at selected locations
on each of the three surfaces, and Fig. 13 repre-
sents the averaged results. The degree of surface
roughness on each surface contributed to the scat-
ter in the results, and 4 experiments on the not-
treated surface were not included in the averaged
results because measurements from those experi-
ments indicated that they were performed at
unsuitably rough locations.

It appears that the not-treated coating (blue
points) is actually slightly softer than the Co-Cr-
Mo substrate underneath. Treatment of the coating
by the ion beam, however, substantially hardened
the coating at the near surface region.  The peak
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average hardness of about 25 GPa measured near
the surface of the treated coating decreases linear-
ly to about 10 GPa, the hardness of the untreated
coating, at a depth of about 150 nm. This factor
2.5 increase in near-surface hardness caused by
the ion treatment is similar to that seen in the ear-
lier work with the more conventional post-deposi-
tion thermal cycling. The layer thickness obtained
there (12 µm/14 µm) is similar to the estimated
layer thickness here (10 µm /18 µm). 

After the nanoindentation analysis, the sur-
faces were subjected to linear tribological pin-on-
disk wear testing. Three series of 1000 cycles
were performed on the substrate, as-deposited
coating, and treated coating. The counterface was
a Si3N4 1/8 inch ball operated with a load force of
10 gm, and the tests were conducted in on dry sur-
faces with nitrogen gas backfill.

Data from the pin-on-disk test are shown in
Fig. 14. For the 1000 cycles series. The friction
coefficient (y-axis), an indicator of wear and
debris generation, behaves almost the same for the
as-deposited and treated coating surfaces. This is
different from the behavior seen in the nanoinden-
tation study discussed above. And both coatings
start out with low friction cofficient, but as the
number of oscillations increases, the friction coef-
ficient rises steadily and equals the control (Co-
Cr-Mo) surface by the end of the test series. 

Follow-on observations of the surface, by
SEM and by FIB-XTEM, are planned, but at pre-
sent the behavior difference shown by the two sets
of tribological data is not understood. But the
increased hardness of the treated coating, seen in
the nanoindentation study, looks promising, and
will be the subject of further investigation. 

IV. Summary and Discussion

Three materials used in surgical body inplants
have been investigated in this Report. The goal is
to use intense pulsed ion beam treatment to
improve the mechanical performance and biocom-
patibility of these materials. In the case of
UHMWPE, low fluences of both electron and ion 

beams were applied to the surface in an attempt to
induce cross-linking and produce a more wear-
resistant surface. Several different treatment pro-
tocols were used on the flat Marathon samples
provided by DePuy, and all but the lowest ion
beam fluence resulted in significant degradation of
the Marathon bulk properties. In the case of the
lowest Ion beam fluence (0.1 to 0.2 J/cm2 Ne
beam, 10 pulses), no significant bulk property
degradation was seen, and follow-on Pin-on-Disk
testing of Marathon treated at this level is planned. 

A surface-alloyed layer of Hf/Ti that has been
previously been shown to exhibit improved wear
durability was subjected to biocompatibility and
corrosion testing. These tests showed that the
treated surface produced a favorable cell growth
response when live Saos-2 cells were introduced
in a liquid medium in contact with this surface.
The gain in cell response was 60% higher than the
Control (plastic) case after a 7 day incubation
period. This may be caused either by the introduc-
tion of Hf to the near-surface zone, the suppres-
sion of the toxic elements Al and V from the near-
surface zone, or both. No significant change in the
corrosion resistance was seen compared to the

Figure 14. Pin-on-Disk data for: Co-Cr-Mo sur-
face, and untreated and treated nanolaminate coat-
ing.
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base Ti-6Al-4V substrate material. 
We have experimented with the formation of

a nanolaminate thin-film coating over a Co-Cr-Mo
substrate, made by repeatedly ablating two ceram-
ic targets, Y2O3 and ZrO2, first one and then the
other. The resultant 3 µm layer was then treated by
the same ion beam at reduced fluence for 10 puls-
es. Nanoindentation of the coated/untreated and
coated/treated layer showed a significant harden-
ing of the treated layer (25 GPa), compared to
either the coated/untreated layer (8 GPa) or the
base Co-Cr-Mo (10 GpA). Subsequent Pin-on-
Disk tests indicated that either coating performed
initially with lower friction coefficient, compared
to the base Co-Cr-Mo. But as the number of cycles
was increased towards 1000, the coefficient
increased steadily and reached the level of the Co-
Cr-Mo by the end of the series. Further
microstructural analysis (SEM and FIB/XTEM) is
needed to determine to cause of the behavior seen
in these two mechanical tests. 

Further investigation is planned in all the
cases mentioned above. In addition, there has been
much interest recently in coatings formed of dia-
mond-like-carbon, or amorphous carbon coatings
in general. Researchers have noted both improve-
ments in mechanical wear performance, and a
reduction in surface friction. Some investigation
of this type of coating using ion beam ablation
may be worthwhile, since such coatings have
already been produced, and exhibit promising
properties. However, heat treatment by ion beam,
as used above with the ceramic nanolaminate coat-
ings, is not expected to produce favorable results.
This is because such carbon coatings undergo a
transition to the graphitic Sp3 phase when the
coating temperature reaches 600°C, a temperature
which is easily reached by the ion beam treatment. 
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